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REMOVING POINT SINGULARITIES
OF RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS

P. D. SMITH AND DEANE YANG

Abstract. We study the behavior of geodesies passing through a point singu-

larity of a Riemannian manifold. In particular, we show that if the curvature

does not blow up too rapidly near the singularity, then the singularity is at worst

an orbifold singularity. The idea is to construct the exponential map centered

at a singularity. Since there is no tangent space at the singularity, a surrogate is

needed. We show that the vector space of radially parallel vector fields is well

defined and that there is a correspondence between unit radially parallel vector

fields and geodesies emanating from the singular point.

1. Introduction

We wish to study the following question: given a point singularity (which

will be defined more precisely later) of a Riemannian manifold, when can both

the manifold structure and the Riemannian metric extended smoothly across

the singularity? If the extended metric is to be a reasonably nice one, say a

C2-metric, then the geodesies passing through the singularity must behave well.

This observation will be the crux of our analysis of a point singularity. We will

start with a qualitative assumption about the geodesies, namely that there are no

arbitrarily small geodesic loops passing through the singularity. Combining this

with suitable assumptions on the Riemannian manifold and its curvature, we

will show that the geodesies passing through the singularity behave as expected

and that an exponential map centered there is well defined. Using exponential

(i.e., geodesic normal) coordinates, the metric can be extended continuously
across the singularity. To obtain better regularity of the metric, we then use

Jost-Karcher's construction of almost linear and harmonic coordinates.

It seems to us that the assumption of no arbitrarily short geodesic loops
should not be needed and should follow from the other assumptions. However,

without an exponential map centered at the singularity, we have been unable to

see how to eliminate it from the theorem.

2. Preliminaries

Let M bean «-dimensional smooth manifold with a C1 Riemannian metric

g . The metric g induces a distance function

d(x,y) = infl[y],        x,y£M,
y
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where the infimum is taken over all smooth curves with endpoints at x and y

and l[y] denotes the length of the curve y . The function d(x, y), in turn,

defines a metric space structure on M. Let M denote the completion of M as

a metric space.

We say p g M is a point singularity of M if there exists a neighborhood TV c

M of p such that NOM = N\{p}. The simplest example of a nonremovable

point singularity is the origin in R3, where

M = {(x,y,z)£R3\x2+y2-z2 = 0, z > 0}.

Given a point singularity p £ M, we say that it is conic if for x G M suffi-

ciently close to p , the distance function r(x) = d(p, x) is C1. In particular,

this implies that the level sets of r are all difieomorphic to a fixed compact

C1-manifold S and that for sufficiently small e > 0,

r~x((0,e))^(0,e)xS,

and that the matrix g can be written in the form g = dr2 + gr, where gp is

the metric induced by g on the level set r~x(p).

We will denote the Levi-Civita connection associated with the Riemannian

metric by V, so that given vector fields V and W, the covariant derivative of

V with respect to W is the vector field VwV .

The Riemannian curvature operator is defined to be

R(X, Y)Z = (V^Vy - VyV* - V[X,Y\)Z .

Given x £ M and a 2-plane E c TXM, let K(x, E) denote the sectional

curvature of E. In other words, given orthonormal vectors ex, e2 £ E,

K(x, E) = R(ex, e2)e2-ex.

Also, define

\K\(x)=   sup   \K(x,E)\.
ECTXM

The curvature tensor is apparently well defined only if the metric is C2. On

the other hand, if we are willing to fix a set of coordinates, it is easily checked

that the formula for the components of the Riemann curvature tensor given

in terms of the metric and its derivatives up to second order is well defined

in the distribution sense if the metric is Cx . In particular, a Cl-metric g

is said to have continuous Riemann curvature if there exist coordinates such

that the components of the Riemann curvature are continuous functions. For

convenience the rest of our paper is written as if the metric g is C2 . On the

other hand, we do want to observe here that it suffices to assume that g is C1

with continuous curvature. Until near the end of the paper when we construct

new coordinates, all of the vector fields and tensors that we use can be thought

of as being written with respect to the coordinates in which the curvature is

continuous. It is shown in [8] that the existence and uniqueness of geodesies

with given initial conditions and the Jacobi equation for variations of geodesies

still hold for a C1 metric with continuous curvature. Since this is all that we

need, all of our arguments still work. Also, all of the arguments used in [ 10 and

9] to construct almost linear and harmonic coordinates carry through to prove

the following (also see [5]):
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Theorem 2.1. Let g be a C1 metric with continuous Riemann curvature. Then

there exist local (harmonic) coordinates in which the components of the metric

tensor are Cx'a functions for any 0 < a < 1.

3. Statements of main theorems

Given e > 0 and p £ M, a metric space, denote

Be(p) = {x£ M\0 < d(p, x) < e}.

Theorem 3.1. Let M bean n-dimensional manifold, n>3, with a Cx Rieman-

nian metric g with continuous Riemann curvature. Let p be a point singularity

ofM.
Assume that there exists e > 0 such that the following are satisfied:

(i) BE(p) is simply connected.

(ii)

/    SK(x)ds < 00,
Jo

where

k(s) = sup \K(x,E)\.
s<d{p,x)<e,ECTxM

(iii) There is no geodesic loop in BE(p) with both endpoints at p.

Then there exists a smooth manifold structure on a neighborhood of p compatible

with the one on M such that g extends to a Cx metric g across p. Moreover,

if the Ricci curvature on M satisfies

||Rc(£)||¿,<oo,       P>n,

then there exist coordinates in which the metric g is Cx'a, where 0 < a <

1 - n/p . If, in addition, the Ricci curvature satisfies the following Holder bound,

l|Rc(£)|lc*.° <co>        k>0, 0<a<l,

then there exist coordinates in which the metric g is Ck+2'a .

Corollary 3.2. Assume all the hypotheses of Theorem 1, except (i). Then the point

p is an orbifold singularity.

Theorem 3.3. Let M be a 2-dimensional manifold with a Cx Riemannian met-

ric g with continuous Riemannian curvature. Let p be a point singularity of

M.  Using the same definitions as in Theorem 3.1 assume (ii) of Theorem 3.1

and the following:

(i) The closed ball Be(p) in the metric completion M is compact.

(ii) The Gauss-Bonnet theorem holds on Be(p) c M. In other words, given

any domain D c Be(p) with smooth boundary 8D c Be(p),

[ KdA+ [   kds = 2nx(D),
JD JdD

where K is the Gauss curvature, k is the curvature of the curve 8D, x(D) is

the Euler characteristic of D.

Then the conclusions of Theorem 2 hold.
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4. Existence and uniqueness of geodesic rays

A curve y : [0, 1 ] —» M is a geodesic if given any two sufficiently close points

on the curve, y is curve of smallest length joining them. When y lies on M,

it must then satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equations corresponding of the length

functional for curves. We shall, in fact, always assume that the map y is a

critical point for the energy functional,

E[y]= [\y'\2ds,
Jy

so that y satisfies the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations

Vry' = 0.

In particular, this implies that y is a C2 map and y is parameterized by a

constant times arclength, where the constant is simply the length of y. The

curve y will be called a minimal geodesic if

d(y(0),y(l))--=l[y].

Definition. Let p be a point singularity of M. A geodesic y : [0, 1] —» M such
that y(0) = p, will be called a geodesic ray.

The following is a straightfoward application of the Arzela-Ascoli theorem.

Proposition 4.1. Let p be a point singularity of the Riemannian manifold M.

Given any x, y £ M U {p}, there exists a minimal geodesic ray joining x to

y-

Proof (following [7]). We give a careful proof, since it is slightly different from

the usual situation. The standard argument is to take a minimizing sequence of
continuous curves and apply the following version of the Arzela-Ascoli theorem
(a proof can be found in [6, §VII.5]) to obtain a limiting curve:

Theorem 4.2. Let M be a complete metric space and N a compact metric space.
Let

y¡:N->M,        ZGZ+,

be a sequence of continuous maps satisfying the following:

(i) for any e > 0, there exists ô > 0 such that for any i £ Z+ , x, y G N

satisfying dN(x, y) < ô,

DM(7i(x), Yi(y))<e.

(ii) For any x £ N, the set {y¡(x), i G Z+} is relatively compact in M.

Then there exists a subsequence of {y¡} which is uniformly convergent.

We reduce to y = p as follows: if neither x nor y is p, then either

d(x, y) < d(x, p) + d(p, y) or d(x, y) = d(x, p) + d(p, y). In the for-
mer case, the minimizing geodesic will not pass through p. In this case, the

standard minimizing argument (which is essentially what is given below) works.

In the latter, we construct the minimizing geodesic as the union of minimizing

geodesies joining x to p and p to y.

Now assume y = p . Let y¡^ : [0, 1 ] —> M define a sequence of continu-

ous curves joining p to x such that each y¡ is parameterized by a constant
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times arclength and the lengths l[y¡] form a decreasing sequence converging to

dip, x).
By taking a subsequence, if necessary, we can always assume that l[y(\ <

2 d(p, x). This implies that

d(y¡(x), y¡(t)) < l[yi\ÍSJ]] = l[y¡]\s -t\<2d(p, x)\s - t\,

showing that (i) is satisfied.

Now fix t £ [0, 1]. All but a finite subset of {y,(i)} lie in a closed (and

compact) ball Bs(x) c M, for some fixed e < d(p, x). This implies (ii).

Applying the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, we obtain a subsequence which converges

uniformly to a continuous curve y : [0, 1 ] —> M. By the lower semicontinuity

of the length function, l[y] = d(p, x).   Q.E.D.

5. Estimates of Jacobi fields

The key tool in our proof will be estimates of Jacobi fields defined by families

of geodesic rays emanating from the singular point p .

Consider a differentiable family of geodesies,

T: (0, \]x[-ô,ô]^M.

Denote
8_ _8T

8s~ 8s'

where T = T(s, t). Since

Va/9i- = 0    and    Vd/dsf-rVd/dif-s,

the following holds:

8 8
Va/9iVö/ai— = Vô/a5V9/9i—

V7 V7 d Dí   d 3\     9

-Vd'dlVd/dsds~ + R{ds~'8l)ds~

-R(L a^a
\8s ' 8t) 8s'

Therefore, the vector field J = 8/8t, which represents an infinitesimal varia-

tion of geodesies, satisfies the differential equation

(5.1) Va/aíV9/aí/ + /?(/,^)¿ = 0.

This equation is called the Jacobi equation and given any geodesic y, a vector

field / along y which solves (5.1) is called a Jacobi field. We shall study Jacobi
fields by comparing the sectional curvature to a function k which is allowed to

blow up at one of the endpoints of the geodesic.

The general approach taken here is based on that of H. Karcher: we learned

it from an exposition of J. Jost, [9] (also, see [11, 10, 3]).

We reduce (5.1) to a linear selfadjoint second order system of ODE's by

fixing a geodesic ray y: (0, 1] —> M and a frame of parallel orthonormal vector

8__8T

8t~ 8t'
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ei, ... , e„. Given a vector field J along y, we can expand with respect to the

frame, obtaining J — J'e¡. The Jacobi equation then becomes

(J'Y + K'jjj = 0,        i<j<n,

where Kj - R(ej, y')y' • e¡ = KJ . Abusing notation slightly, we shall write this

last equation in the following form:

(5.2) J" + KJ = 0,

where J = [/'] and K = [K'j] is a continuous, symmetric nxn matrix-valued

function on (0, 1].
Throughout this section we will assume that K(s) is continuous on (0, 1]

and that the following estimate holds:

(5.3) \K(s)V\<k(s)\V\,        FeR", 56(0,1],

where the function k(s) satisfies

(5.4) / sk(s) ds < Ô2 < 1.
Jo

Proposition 5.5. Given V £ R" there exists a unique solution /e C'([0, l])n

C¿e((0, 1])   to

(5.6) J" + KJ = 0,        J(0) = 0,        J'(0) = V.

Given V, V £Rn, there exists a unique solution J £ C°([0, l])nC¿c((0, 1])

such that

(5.7) J" + KJ = 0,        J(\) = V,        J'(\) = V.

Moreover, the solution of each initial value problem depends continuously on the

initial data.

Proof. Both parts follow easily by applying standard contraction map arguments

to the following integral equations: for (5.6), the trick is to solve for J' g

C°([0, 1]) satisfying

J'(s) = J'(0) - Í K(s) ( Í J'(t) dr) dt,

and for (5.7), solve for J £ C°([0, 1]) satisfying

J(s) = J(l) + (s-l)J'(l)- Í (t-s)KJdt.   Q.E.D.

Applying this theorem, we let y/ G C'([0, 1]) be the unique solution to

(5.8) y/" + tcy/ = 0,

with (¿/(O) = 0, y/'(Q) = 1. Observe that as a consequence of (5.4), y/ is an

increasing function on [0,1]. Let yi be the unique solution to (8) such that

y/(\) = 0 and y/'(\) — -\ . By the Sturm separation theorem, y/ is a positive

decreasing function on [0, 1 ].

We also define y/ to be the unique solution of

y/"-Ky7 = 0,        1^(0) = 0,        ^'(0) = 1.
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The following is easily verified:

(5.9) ¥{t)s< y/(s) <s < y/(s) < y/(l)s.

Remark. The examples to keep in mind are the following:

(5.10) k(s)=(!)   ,        y/(s) = sm^s,        y/(s) = sin-s;

and, given 0 < e, a < 1, c = [a(a + l)]"1,

K(s)=s~2+a,        y/(s) = s(l-csa),        y/(s) = s(l-s + csa).

The key example of a function which does not satisfy (4) is k(s) = s~2.

The geometric interpretation of the functions y/ and yir is that they define

rotationally symmetric metrics of the form dr2 + y/2& and dr2 + y/2Q, where 6

is the standard metric on S"~x. These metrics are C1 across the origin, have

well-behaved geodesies passing through the origin, and have sectional curvatures

equal to ±K(r). They are the model metrics against which the metric g on M

will be compared. In particular, the functions given by (10) corresponding to

metrics of constant positive and negative sectional curvature.
We begin with some results that require only an upper bound for sectional

curvature. The following is essentially the Sturm comparison theorem:

Lemma 5.11. Let J(s) £ C°([0, 1]) n C,2OC((0, 1]), be a solution of (5.2). Then

if 7(0) = 0, then the function \J(s)\/y/(s) is increasing for 0 < s < 1. On the

other hand, J(l) = 0, then the function \J(s)\/y/(s) is decreasing for 0 < 5 < 1.

Proof. A straightforward calculation shows that the function \J\(s) = \J(s)\

satisfies the following differential inequality:

(5.12) \J\" + k\J\>0.

Now consider \J\/y/ on the interval (0, 1]. Differentiating it, we obtain

¥ ) V2

It therefore suffices to show that the numerator of the right-hand side is non-

negative for s £ (0, 1].
First, observe that (5.12) implies that

(\J\'y/ - \J\y/')' = \J\"y/ - \J\y/" > 0,        s > 0.

Since |/| —> 0 as s —» 0, there must be a sequence s¡ —» 0 such that \J\'(s¡) > 0.

It then follows that for s > s¡■,

(\J\'y/ - \J\y/')(s) > (\J\'y, - \J\v')(Si) > -\J\y'(Si).

Letting / —► oo, we obtain the desired conclusion.

The same argument applies to the case when 7(1) = 0.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.13. Given Vq, Vx g R" , there exists a unique solution J £ C°([0, 1])

f\CXoc((Q, 1]) to the following boundary value problem:

J" + KJ = 0;        J(0) = V0;        J(\) = VX.

If Vo = 0, then J £ C([0, 1]), and the following bounds hold for any 0 < 5 < 1,

\J(s)\<^v(s),   TOI <™W)-

(
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Proof. Uniqueness of the solution follows directly from Lemma 5.11 with V =

0.
Let ex, ... , en be the standard basis of R" and J¡ the unique solution to

(5.2) such that J¡(1) — Vx and 7/(0) = et. By the uniqueness of the bound-

ary value problem, 7(0), ... , 7„(0) must be linearly independent. Therefore,

there is a unique linear combination 7 = a'J¡ such that 7(0) = a'J¡(0) = V0 .

The bound on |7(s)| follows directly from Lemma 5.11. Also applying

Lemma 5.11, we obtain

|7'(5)|<|7'(0)|+ f K(t)\J(t)\dt
Jo

^wO+Í^H5™^' qed-
To obtain a bound on |7(1)| in terms of |7'(0)|, we need to use the lower

bound on the curvature.

Lemma 5.14. Given a solution J £ C'([0, 1]) to (5.2),

\J(s)\ < \J'(fj)W(s) < \J'(Q)\y/(\)s;    \J'(s)\ < |7'(0)|<ir».

Proof. We follow the proof of Lemma 2.2.4 in [9].
Denote V = 7'(0) and A(s) = Vs. Let b be the unique solution to b" =

k\J\ , b(0) = b'(0) = 0. Let a(s) - \V\(y/(s) - s) and observe that a satisfies
a" - tea = k\A\ , a(0) - a!iff) = 0. Now fix a unit vector u and observe that

[(J -A)-u- b]" < 0. Since

[(J-A)-u- b](0) = [(J-A)-u- b]'(0) = 0,     (J-A)-u-b<0,

and therefore, \J -A\ < b . It follows that b" < k\J\ < Kb + K\A\. This implies
that [(b-a)'y7-(b-a)y7']' <0. Again, since (b-a)'y/(0) = (b-a)yv'(0) = 0,
we find that ((b - a)/y/)' < 0 and therefore, (b - a)/yi < 0. In particular,

b < a . Finally, we obtain

\J(s)\ < |7-^| + |^| <b + \V\s<a + \V\s = \V\yj(s).

The bound on |7'(s)| is obtained as in Theorem 5.13.   Q.E.D.

We also need to know that if K and V vary continuously with respect to

a parameter, that the solution 7 given by Proposition 5.5 varies continuously

with respect to the C topology. Using the integral equation given in the proof

to Theorem 5.5, the following is straightforward:

Proposition 5.15. Let K be a continuous matrix valued function on (0, 1) x

[0, 1] such that K(-, t) satisfies (5.3) for each t£[0, 1]. Let V0, Vx:(0, 1) ->
R" be continuous and Jt the unique solution to 7/' + K(-, t)Jt = 0, 7r(l) =

V0(t),  7/(1) = Vx(t). Then the map

(0,1)-C°([0,1])
it-» 7,

is continuous.

Also, the map

(0,1)-C°([0, 1])

i^ J,
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where J, is the unique solution to 7/' + K(-, t)Jt = 0, 7((0) = 0, 7/(0) = Vx(t)
is continuous.

6. Existence of geodesic sprays

Definition. Given an open set U c B, a Cx map

T: (0, l]x U ^M

is called a (geodesic) spray if for each x £ U, T(-, x) is a geodesic ray joining

p to x parameterized by a constant times arclength.

The main result of this section is the following:

Proposition 6.1. Given x £ B, there exists a neighborhood U of x and a

geodesic spray T: [0, 1] x U -> B.

Proof. Let yç: [0, 1] —> B be a minimal geodesic ray joining p to Xo. We

want to extend yo to a geodesic spray. Note that the order geodesies in the

spray need not be minimal.

Let ô = d(p, xo). Let U — Be(xq) , where e < \ô, be a geodesically convex

neighborhood of x. We construct the spray as a limit of families of geodesies

joining each point along yo to U.

Given a £ (fL 1], let va = (1 - o)y'Q(o) £ T7o{a)M, so that exp^) va = x0 .

Let Va c Ty0(a)B be the connected component of exp~x,a, U containing va .

Claim,  expj,^) is a diffeomorphism of Va onto U.

We need to show that given v g Va , a Jacobi field along the geodesic y(s) =

expj,^) sva, 0 < 5 < 1, can vanish at most once. By the estimates of §5, it

suffices to show that

/ s\K(s)\ds< 1,
./o

where K(s) is the matrix function that appears in the Jacobi equation along

y. This bound, however, follows easily from the assumed bound on sectional

curvature and the following estimate which is also obtained from estimates

proved in §5,

d(p,y(s))>ô[o + (\-o)s]-e^-y

We therefore obtain a spray rCT joining y0(cr) to U .

We now want to show that as y -» 0, the spray Fa converges in the C1

norm to a geodesic spray joining p to U.

To obtain C° convergence, it suffices to prove that given 0 < a, a' < 1,

d(Ta(s, x), rCT/(s, x)) <c\o -a'\,

where c is independent of s, x.

First, consider

/a   ßY r"-gf(s,x) dt< J   \JtiX(s)\dt,

where 7i;X is the Jacobi field along the geodesic r,(-, x) satisfying 7i>JC(0) =

y0(i) and 7ijX(l) = 0. Using the assumed bound on sectional curvature, we
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can apply the estimates of §5 to JttX. In particular, it follows from Lemma

5.11 that |7ix(s)| is a decreasing function in s. Therefore,

d(Ya(s,x),Ya,(s,x))< [ \J,,x(l)\dt= [ \y'0(t)\dt = d(p,x0)\tj-tj'\.
Ja' Ja'

Define Y = \ima^Ta . Since for each o and x, Ya(-, x) is a geodesic, it

follows that the limiting curve Y(-, x) is also a geodesic. It only remains to

show that r is a C family.
First, since Y is a family of geodesies, to show that 8Ya/ds —► 8T/8s uni-

formly on compact subsets of (0, 1] x U, it suffices to show that it converges
uniformly to {1} x U.

Fix x £ U and orthonormal frame ex, ... , e„ at x. Parallel translate the

frame along y0 and then along the curves given by o i-> Ya(s, x). By writ-

ing everything in coordinates, it is easily checked that this parallel translation

extends to y . Now use this frame to expand

F /*' 8T'
(6.2) fi.r^-n-^-gf*.
Now observe that

where Ja = 8Ta/da satisfies

J'J + KaJa = Q,        7CT(0) = y0(<x),        7,(1) = 0.

It follows from Lemma (5.5.11) and Proposition (5.5.15) that Ja depends con-

tinuously on o and converges in the C1 norm as o —> 0. It follows that the

integral in (6.2) and therefore 8Ya/do converges as er —► 0. Observe that all

the estimates are uniform, independent of x G U.

Finally, we need to show that T is C1 with respect to x G U . Fix a smooth

curve p: [-Ô, Ô] —► U and, abusing notation, denote

ra(s,t) = r(7(s,p(t)).

Then Ja = 8Ya/dt satisfies the Jacobi equation

J¿ + KaJa = 0,        Ja(0) = 0,        J0(\) = p!(t),

where Ka is a continuous family of matrix-valued functions satisfying the as-

sumptions used in §5. Again, this means that Ja depends continuously on a

and as a -* 0, Ja converges to the corresponding unique solution of the Jacobi

equation obtained by setting a = 0. This completes the proof that Y is a C1

family of geodesies.   Q.E.D.

The following follows from local regularity properties of Jacobi fields.

Lemma 6.4. Let Y: [0, 1] x U —> B be a geodesic spray. Then given any smooth

curve a : [0, 1 ]-* U, the following partial derivatives are well defined and con-

tinuous on (0, 1] x U,

82Y    82Y     83Y 83Y 83Y

'ds2 ' dsdt ' 8s28t ~ dsdtds ~ dtds2 '
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Remark. On the other hand, the existence of 82Y/8t2 requires a bound on the

covariant derivative of the curvature tensor.

7. Radially parallel vector fields

Given a point p in a smooth Riemannian manifold M, we say that a vector

field on a geodesic ball centered at p is radially parallel if it is parallel along

any geodesic passing through p . Parallel translation defines a natural 1-1 cor-

respondence between TPM and the set of all radially parallel vector fields. We

will construct such vector fields on the image of a spray, even though we do not

yet know how to define tangent vectors at the singular point itself.

Definition. Given a spray Y: [0, l]xC7 -* B ,a C1 vector field V on [0, l]x{7
is radially parallel if the following hold:

1. For each x £ U, Y*V is parallel along the geodesic ray Y(-, x).
2. Given a smooth vector field X along U and x £ U,

\im\Vr,xYtV(s,x)\ = 0.
i->0

Proposition 7.1. Let U c B be a simply connected open set.   Given a spray

Y: [0, l]x£/-»S, (s,x) £ [0, 1] x U, and v £ T{s,x)[0, 1] x U, there exists

a unique radially parallel vector field V such that V(s, x) = v .

Proof. First, define V to be parallel along Y(-, x). Given any other geodesic

ray Y(-, y), y £ U, we need to extend  F to a parallel vector field along

r(-,y).
Let a: [0, 1] -» U be a smooth curve such that rx(0) = x and cr(l) = y.

Abusing notation, denote Y(s, t) = Y(s, a(t)). For each e G (1, 0], let VE
be the vector field along Y obtained by parallel translating along Y(-, 0), then

along T(e, •), and then along Y(-, t). In other words, it is the unique solution

to the following set of equations

Ve(s,Q) = V,        Vd/dtVE(e,t) = 0,        Vd/dsVE(s,t) = 0,        0<s,t<l.

The vector field VE should be viewed as an approximation of what we want.

We then take a limit of VE as e —> 0.
To show that the limits exists, let W(s, t) be the unique vector field satisfying

W(s,0) = V,        Vd/dtW(s,t) = 0,        0<s,t<l,

and let ex, ... , e„ be an orthonormal frame along Y satisfying

Vaidsei(s, 1) = 0,        Vd/dlei(s,t) = 0,        0< s, t < 1.

Denoting v'(s, t) = V(s, r) • e¡, we have

8s
and

§¡{Va,a,W ■ ei) = Va/dtVa/dsW . e,= R (JL , ^j W • e¡

Therefore,

ü'(0, l) = v'(l, 1)- / Va/asW-eids
Jo

-(s, l) = Va/dsW-ei,
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The integral is well defined, since

<C\V\ [ K¥ds =-C\V\ [  ^(s)ds = C\V\(y/'(Q)-¥'(\)).
Jo Jo

We then define V along Y(-, 1) tobe v'(0, \)e¡.
Next, we need to show that the definition of V along Y(-, y) is indepen-

dent of the choice of the curves a. Let oq and ax both be curves join-

ing x to y. Since U is simply connected, there exists a smooth homotopy

X: [0, 1] x [0, 1] -►, X(0, 1) = tJ0(t), 1(1, 0 = ox(t). Again abusing no-

tation, denote T(r, s, t) = Y(s, I(r, t)), 0 < r, s, t < 1. Let W be the

unique vector field along Y satisfying W(r,s,0) = V(s) along r(r,s,0)

(= Y(s, x)) andVa/dtW(r, s, r) = 0. For each r, the argument above shows

that lim^o W(r, s, 1) exists. We need to show that the limit is independent

of r.
Let ex, ... , en be an orthnormal frame that is parallel along Y(r,5,0) and

that satisfies Va/dtei = 0 ■ (Observe that the frame is well defined with respect

to (r, s, t), but is not well defined on the manifold itself.) Removing the limit

for the moment and mimicking the calculations above, we get

i
VdidTW.ei(r,s, \)dr

• 1    rl

L
= W-ei(0,s, \) + j I R(j^,j-\w.ei(r,s,t)drdt.

Now let 5 —> 0. The left-hand side and the first term on the right have well-

defined limits by the argument above. Therefore, the integral does, too. On the

other hand,

's-é' < C\V\Ky/(s)2 = -C\V\y/(s)y/"(s).

It suffices to show that the lim inf of the right-hand side is 0. This follows from

observing that y/(s) = O(s) and that y/" is integrable. Finally, it is not difficult

to check that the radially parallel vector field constructed is C1 .

8. The local inverse exponential map

Given xo G B, let U £ B be a simply connected neighborhood of Xo and

Y: (0, 1] —» B a geodesic spray. Fix an orthonormal basis ex, ... , en of ra-

dially parallel vector fields on the spray Y. We then define the local inverse

exponential map to be

£-': L/^R"

8Y. 8Y
-(s,x).ex,...,-^(s,x).en

Observe that E~x is uniquely defined up to a rotation.

Claim.  E~x is a C1 immersion.
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Proof of claim. The differential of E~x maps a tangent vector V £ TXU to

(7'(0) • ex, ... , 7'(0) • e„), where 7 is the unique Jacobi field along Y(-, x)

such that 7(0) = 0 and 7(1) = V. That the map 7(1) i-» 7'(0) is a linear
isomorphism follows from Proposition 5.5. The continuity of the map follows

from Proposition 5.15.

9. Uniqueness of geodesic sprays

The idea now is to extend the local inverse exponential map to a globally

defined map, B —> R" . To do this, we need to show that the map is uniquely

determined on a neighborhood of Xo G B by a geodesic ray y o joining p to
Xo . This follows from the following:

Proposition 9.1. Let U be a connected neighborhood of xq g B. Any two

geodesic sprays Yx, Y2 : [0, 1] x U -» B such that Yx (•, xq) = Y2(-, xo) are the
same.

Proof. Let V be the set of x g U such that Yx(-, x) = Y2(-, x). The set V
is nonempty by assumption. It is clearly a relatively closed set. We only need

to show that it is open, too.

By shrinking U, if necessary, we can assume that the local inverse expo-

nential maps defined by the two sprays are both diffeomorphisms. Let Ex, E2

be the corresponding exponential maps. They can always be defined so that

Ex~x(xq) = /^'(xo). Let Cx and C2 be the conic open sets in R" obtained

by joining each point in EXX(U) and E^iU) to the origin by a straight line

segment. Let C = Cx n C2. The crucial point here is that with respect to the

metric Ex*g, the only geodesies that start at the origin are exactly the straight

line segments. The Jacobi field estimates proved in §5 imply that any other
geodesic will hit the side of the cone before it reaches the origin. In particular,

given any x sufficiently close to Xo , the curve EX~X(Y(-, x)) must lie in C and

therefore be one of the straight line segments. In other words, on a sufficiently

small neighborhood of Xo , the sprays Yx and Y2 must coincide.   Q.E.D.

10. The manifold of geodesic rays

Define S to be the space of geodesic rays staring at p. There is a natural

map

Ê:Sx (0,e)->¿.

Lemma 10.1. S is a connected manifold with a Riemannian metric of constant

curvature 1, and E is a Cx diffeomorphism.

Proof. Since every point in B is joined by a minimal geodesic ray, the map

E is onto. We claim that there is exactly one geodesic joining each xeß to

p. Suppose not. Let yo and yx be two geodesic rays ending at x G B. By

"sliding" the endpoint of yo along yx, we obtain a geodesic loop with both

endpoints at p . However, we have assumed that no such geodesic loop exists

in B. Therefore, there is exactly one geodesic ray joining p to x .

The topology and geometry of S is now determined by the local inverse

exponential map. Given a geodesic ray, a neighborhood of the ray corresponds

to a geodesic spray. Given an open set U of geodesic rays, a map U -» S"~x
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is obtained by mapping a geodesic ray to its unit tangent vector represented

as a radially parallel vector field. This map is uniquely determined up to an

isometry of S71-1. Therefore, the pullback of the standard metric of Sn~x is

globally well defined on S.   Q.E.D.

Now, since B is simply connected, so is S. Therefore, S is isometric to the

standard sphere and we can identify 5x(0,e)~ B(0, e) \ {0} c R" using polar

coordinates. It is then easy to verify that the metric E* g extends continuously
across the origin and that the coordinates given by this map are exactly geodesic
normal coordinates of the metric centered at the singularity.

11. Almost linear and harmonic coordinates

To obtain coordinates in a neighborhood of p for which the metric has

better regularity, we turn to the construction of almost linear and harmonic

coordinates described in [9, 10].
Let r(x) = d(p, x), x £ B . We begin with the following observation:

Lemma 11.10. The function r(x)2 is C2 with respect to x.

Proof. Fix a smooth curve a: [0, 1] —► B and, as before, let Y(s, t) be the

corresponding family of geodesic rays joining p to a . Observe that

\8/8s\2(s,t) = r(o(t))2.

The basic calculation is the following

8       8  id     8

2

18(r2) _ 8 8_      8_
~ 8s      d/dl8s~ 8s8t Vd'ds8~t - 8 s 8s   8t

By Lemma 6.4 all of the quantities on the right-hand side are well defined and

continuous.
Again, by Lemma 6.4, we can differentiate both sides one more time with

respect to s, obtaining

r2\111
2 8s2

8_    8

8s' 8 t)      8t\  8s   )

Therefore, since
8_    8_

8s ' 8t
= 0,

s=0

a    athe function 8¡8s • 8/8t is linear in 5 and j^p- = {-ds

ating both sides with respect to t once more, we get

Differenti-

1 82(r2)

2 dt2

8_ (8_    8_\

8t \8s ' dt) j=i

In particular,

dt
= r

8Y

8s
tr'(t)

s=\

and
dh
dt2

"07

8s
o'(t) +

s=\

8Y

8s s=l
WM-(5)'
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where 7 = 8Y/8t is a Jacobi field. The right-hand side involves only 8Y/8s,
8Y/8t, 82Y/8sdt, the metric, and the Levi-Civita connection. Therefore, it is

continuous. It follows that r is C2 away from p.   Q.E.D.

Now fix a unit tangent vector u £ TPB and let y(s) = expp su. Given x £ B,

define
p(x) = d(x, y(r(x))),       q(x) = d(x, y(-r(x))),

and

l{x) = 4<l(x)2-P(x)\
r(x)

The function l(x) is called the almost linear function determined by the vector

field u. At this point, it is straightforward, but somewhat tedious, to check that

the estimates and their proofs as given in [9, 10] combined with the Jacobi field

estimates proved in §5 extend to prove the following:

Theorem 11.2. Let p be a point singularity of the Riemannian manifold M

such that all the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. Let l(x) be an

almost linear function determined by u £ TPM. Then l(x) is a C2 function on

B(p, e) satisfying the following estimates:

(11.3) |/(x)| = 0(r(x)),

(11.4) |V/(x)-w(x)| = 0(r(x)2),

(11.5) \V2l(x)\ = 0(r(x)),

where u(x) is the radially parallel vector field obtained by translating u along

geodesic rays.

Now let ex, ... , en be an orthonormal frame of tangent vectors at p and

xx, ... , x" be the corresponding almost linear functions. The theorem implies

that these functions are coordinates on a neighborhood of p and the metric

tensor is C1 across p with g¡j(0) = S¡j and dg¡j(p) — 0.

Finally, it can be checked that the construction and analysis of harmonic
coordinates from almost linear coordinates as described in [9, 10] extend to the

situation here. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

12. The two-dimensional case

When N = 2, the argument above fails in the construction of radially parallel

vector fields, since B is not simply connected. We need to show that assumption

(ii) of Theorem 3.3 causes the holonomy obstruction to vanish.

Let yo be a geodesic ray and v be a parallel vector field along y0. As we go

around the singularity and extend v as a radially parallel vector field, we need

to check that when we get back to yo, the vector field returns to the original

value.

Fix 0 < p < s. Let Y: [0, 1] x [0, 1] -» B be a C1 map such that
r(l, •): [0, 1] -» B parameterizes the level set r~x(p) by a constant times
arclength and Y(-, t) is the geodesic ray passing through Y(l, t). Observe that

Y(s, 0) = Y(s, 1 ). For convenience let

8Y
-i

ôr 8Y
1 ör
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Observe that a and t form an orthonormal frame on B. Let F be a unit

vector field that is parallel along Y(-, 0) and Va/öiF = 0. We need to show

that
limK(s, 1)-F(s,0) = 0.
s—>0

Define 0(5, t) to be the angle between V(s, t) and x, so that

(12.1) F-t = cos0.

It suffices to show that

lim0(5,O)-0(5, 1) = 2tt.
s—>0

On the other hand, the rate of change of the angle between the tangent and a

parallel vector is equal to the curvature of the curve. More precisely, differen-

tiating (12.1) with respect to t, we obtain

(12.2) V.Va/dtx = (únd)?B

Now observe that

'a /atx =
d_
dt

VTT =

dt

d_

dt

where k is the curvature of the curve Y(s,

leads to dd/dt = k\d/dt\. Therefore,

ko,

Substituting this into (12.2)

0(5,1)-0(5,0)=   /  ^-dt = [ k
Jo   0l Jo

S'SJo Jo

d_

dt
dt

í K
/o Jo

8_

ds

d_

dt
ds' dt,

by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, where K is the Gauss curvature. Letting s —► 0,

the double integral vanishes. Therefore, V extends to a well-defined radially

parallel vector field on B .

The only other point to make is that the manifold S is no longer simply

connected. On the other hand, it is a compact 1-manifold of length 2n . The

rest of the proof as given for n > 3 also works for n = 2.
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